Enzyme-driven speciation: crystallizing Archaea via lipid capture.
As the origin(s) of life on Earth remains an open question, detailed characteristics about the "last universal ancestor" (LUA) continue to be obscured. Here we provide arguments that strengthen the bacterial-like nature of the LUA. Our view attempts to recreate the evolution of archaeal lipids, the major components of the distinctive membrane that encapsulates these ancient prokaryotes. We show that (S)- 3-O-geranylgeranylglyceryl phosphate synthase (GGGPS), a TIM-barrel protein that performs the committed step in archaeal lipid synthesis, likely evolved from the duplication and fusion of a (betaalpha)4 half-barrel ancestor. By comparison to the well-characterized HisA and HisF TIM-barrel proteins, we propose a time line for the invention of this diagnostic archaeal biosynthetic pathway. After excluding the possibility of horizontal gene transfer, we conclude that the evolutionary history of GGGPS mirrors the emergence of Archaea from the LUA. We illustrate aspects of this "lipid capture" model that support its likelihood in recreating key evolutionary events and, as our hypothesis is built on a single initiating event, we suggest that the appearance of GGGPS represents an example of enzyme-driven speciation.